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For Institutes

Do you face following problems?
Your institute conducts practice test for students each week and mock
tests at the end of the year but not sure if this is actually helping them
to improve?
Students are not well prepared before the class test due to their busy
schedule between college, coaching, travelling and their real
performance cannot be evaluated.
It is hard to track individual progress of each student.
It is not possible to judge where the students stand at All India Level
because there is no standard source to compare.
It is hard to track where the class is weak and needs more revision.

Then Here is what you need…
PREXAM for Institutes
Brings in two unique modules for you
1)
2)

PREXAM Institute-Student Logins
PREXAM Class Test

What is PREXAM?
Prexam is web-based software for online objective tests aimed to help
students in the process of preparing for their examination. It provides
facility of taking objective tests for exam practice. Such tests are
generated automatically by the software. These are time based tests
where student is allowed only the specified time to complete his/her
paper. On completion of the tests, it is evaluated by the software and
the student is presented with the result immediately. The collective
result of student for all tests and their performance statistics is used to
highlight their weak areas of study. Analysed reports are displayed to
students, which helps them to work further in the right direction to
improve their performance.
Further all the errors that students make and the unanswered questions
are compiled together in “Error Correction Tests”. This helps students
improve on their previous mistakes and take their preparation to a
level of perfection.
This software has been developed by Prime Softech Solutions Pvt
Ltd, Mumbai and is registered for Copyright. Prexam has been in the
market and dealing directly with students since December 2011. We
have received great response from over 40000 students who have
registered with us from all over India for various courses on our
website http://www.prexam.com.

PREXAM Institute-Student Logins
These are basically PREXAM Logins for institutes who wish to
provide the online test taking facility to their students and thus
smartly invest in improvement of student’s result
How this works?
1) Browse and select the test package you want to buy for your
students.
2) Contact Team PREXAM to get you a PREXAM InstituteStudent A/C
3) Communicate the number of Students you want to buy this login
for.
4) Make the payment and Get a list of login and passwords which
you can handover to individual students.
5) Ask students to login and complete registration procedure at
PREXAM.
6) Ask students to take particular test and then track their progress
at your PC with your PREXAM Institute-Student Account.

7 Ways How PREXAM Institute-Student Login will help you:
1) Analyse student’s individual performance and weak areas
2) Analyse Class performance and weak areas.
3) Comparative Analysis against students all over India
4) Know the chapters where the class needs more revision
5) Know which are your strongest students and boost them up.
6) Know your weaker students and help them improve.
7) Know your overall performance and plan actions for qualitative
improvements for your business.

PREXAM Class Test
PREXAM offers an absolutely innovative solution to complement or
replace your regular class tests. Here you can set a question paper for
test, online from the available PREXAM question bank and once you
finalize the paper, all your students and take this test at the time they
feel they are well prepared for it through their PC’s or their smart –
phones.

How to get started?
1) Contact Team PREXAM to get you a PREXAM Class Test
Login for the required course.
2) Make the Payment and activate your account.
3) Upload a list of student’s email and we will mail them a login
and password.
4) Ask students to activate their PREXAM Account by logging in.
5) Browse through subjects and chapters. Select the chapter you
want to set a test on. PREXAM will automatically create a
Question paper based on the marks and difficulty level you set.
6) Mock Tests can also be set in similar manner.
7) If you like the question paper and want to set it for your
students, Click SET or to browse for new question paper, click
CANCEL and re-select the inputs.
8) Set the expiry date for each test so that students have to appear
the test before the deadline.
9) The set test is visible to all your students in their account and
they can take the test.
10) As soon as student takes a test he gets the score and you can
see the performance of that student.

11) After the test is expired and no student can take the test any
more, the answer-sheet for the test is released to the students so
that they know their mistakes and can improve on the same.

How will this help?
1) This system is capable of complementing your regular class
test and provides freedom of time to students to prepare their
best before appearing for the test.
2) This will allow you to test and compare student performance
and know their weak areas immediately.
3) This reduces the overhead of time and resources required to
conduct extra tests for student’s benefits and yet deliver the
same result.

